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Adaptive optics sky coverage modeling for extremely
large telescopes
Richard M. Clare, Brent L. Ellerbroek, Glen Herriot, and Jean-Pierre Véran
AMonte Carlo sky coveragemodel for laser guide star adaptive optics systems was proposed by Clare and
Ellerbroek [J. Opt. Soc. Am. A 23, 418 (2006)]. We refine the model to include (i) natural guide star (NGS)
statistics using published star count models, (ii) noise on the NGS measurements, (iii) the effect of
telescope wind shake, (iv) a model for how the Strehl and hence NGS wavefront sensor measurement
noise varies across the field, (v) the focus error due to imperfectly tracking the range to the sodium layer,
(vi) the mechanical bandwidths of the tip–tilt (TT) stage and deformable mirror actuators, and (vii)
temporal filtering of the NGS measurements to balance errors due to noise and servo lag. From this
model, we are able to generate a TT error budget for the Thirty Meter Telescope facility narrow-field
infrared adaptive optics system (NFIRAOS) and perform several design trade studies. With the current
NFIRAOS design, the median TT error at the galactic pole with median seeing is calculated to be 65 nm
or 1.8 mas rms. © 2006 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 010.1080, 010.7350.
1. Introduction
Several extremely large telescopes (ELTs) of primary
mirror diameters 20–100m are currently in the plan-
ning and design stages, such as the Thirty Meter
Telescope (TMT),1 the European ELT,2 the Giant
Magellan Telescope (GMT),3 and the Euro50 project.4
Successful utilization of the unprecedented resolu-
tion of these ELTs is contingent upon the correction of
atmospheric turbulence with adaptive optics (AO).5
Current AO systems6 employ a laser guide star
(LGS) to provide wavefront sensor (WFS) measure-
ments of the instantaneous wavefront aberrations
without relying upon the availability of a bright nat-
ural guide star (NGS). However, because the laser
jitters and is deflected on both the upward and down-
ward paths through the atmosphere, the tip–tilt (TT)
modes of the atmospheric aberration cannot be de-
termined from the LGS. Consequently, NGS WFS(s)
are also required to estimate these modes. The sky
coverage problem is the probability of finding suffi-
ciently bright NGS(s) within the isoplanatic patch of
the science object that will allow for the accurate
estimation of the TT modes.
Multiconjugate adaptive optics (MCAO), where
there are multiple deformable mirrors (DMs) conju-
gate to different altitudes in the atmosphere, have
been proposed to overcome the cone effect and provide
imaging over a wider field of view (FOV). Multiple
LGSs are used to tomographically reconstruct atmo-
spheric turbulence in three dimensions and determine
the commands for themultiple deformablemirrors. An
alternative AO configuration for tomography and
wide-field correction is multiobject adaptive optics
(MOAO), where the DMs apply independent correc-
tions to objects within the FOV.
An additional fundamental effect limiting LGS AO
systems is tilt anisoplanatism, which arises when a
single TT NGS is viewed off axis with respect to the
science object. For LGS MCAO, tilt anisoplanatism
will degrade the uniformity of turbulence compensa-
tion over an extended field and may become the dom-
inant wavefront error term. A number of different
approaches to overcome tilt anisoplanatism have
been proposed: (1) usingmultiple TTNGSs,7 (2) using
a NGS that measures TT and focus,8 and (3) using
LGSs at different altitudes7–9 (i.e., a combination of
Rayleigh and sodium LGS). For option (1), Ellerbroek
and Rigaut7 state that only three TT NGSs are nec-
essary, and we use three NGS WFSs for this option.
Because the altitude of the sodium layer is constantly
changing,10 and it is not possible to disentangle at-
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mospheric focus aberrations from these altitude vari-
ations with the LGSmeasurements, wemodify option
(1) to be two TT sensors and a TT-focus sensor. In this
paper, we evaluate the performance of these three
options.
In Ref. 11, a method for producing Monte Carlo sky
coverage simulations over random NGS constella-
tions is presented. The essence of this method is to
propagate the turbulence phase screens at each alti-
tude, which are represented as a Zernike basis sum,
to the aperture using geometric optics. This model
accounts for the cone effect for the finite height of the
LGSs as well as the anisoplanatism caused by the
guide stars being off axis with respect to the science
object. The expected wavefront error is then calculated
using aminimumvariance estimator from these trans-
formationmatrices and the statistical properties of the
atmosphere.
In this paper, we continue with the methodology set
out in Ref. 11 but include a number of practical con-
siderations in order to generate a TT error budget for
the narrow-field infrared adaptive optics system
(NFIRAOS) of the TMT.12 These upgrades include (i)
guide star statistics using the Bahcall–Soneira and
Spagna models; (ii) background, photon, and readout
noise on theNGSmeasurements; (iii) a telescopewind-
shakemodel; (iv) amodel for how the Strehl, and hence
the NGS WFS measurement noise, varies across the
field in the IR; (v) the error due to imperfectly tracking
the range to the sodium layer; (vi) the mechanical
bandwidths of the NFIRAOS TT stage and DM actua-
tors; and (vii) temporal filtering of the NGS measure-
ments to balance the errors due to wind shake, noise,
servo lag, and sodium altitude tracking. We employ
this updated sky coverage model to perform a number
of design trades for the NFIRAOS. These include
whether to use optical (V band) or IR (J band) stars
and sensors for the NGS WFS. Second, we find the
optimal patrol field diameter required to find sufficient
NGS. Third, we use this methodology to evaluate
the different methods for correcting the tilt aniso-
planatism described previously. We also compare the
performance of a quad-cell Shack–Hartmann (SH) de-
tector with a matched-filter or noise-weighted least-
squares approach formeasuring the TT from theNGS.
The theory of the sky coverage simulator, including
the transformation matrices, control algorithm, and
minimum variance reconstructors, is presented in
Section 2. The computational details of the sky cov-
erage simulator, in particular, the calculation of the
noise and atmospheric covariance matrices, are out-
lined in Section 3. Sky coverage Monte Carlo simu-
lation results for NFIRAOS are presented in Section
4. Conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
2. Theory
A. Background and Notation
We consider the atmosphere to consist of Nl discrete
layers of turbulence. We model the phase screen at
the ith atmospheric layer, i; r, , as a finite sum of
N orders of Zernike polynomials13:
i; r,  
n0
N

m0
n
anmiZnmr, , (1)
where Znm is the mth Zernike polynomial of radial
order n, and anmi are the coefficients of the corre-
sponding Zernike polynomials at the ith layer.
For each WFS in the AO system, the phase
screens, represented by a vector of Zernike coeffi-
cients at each atmospheric layer, a, are projected to
the aperture plane by a transformation matrix, T,
such that
bTa, (2)
where b is the vector of the Zernike coefficients of the
wavefront measured by the WFS, and
a a1 · · · ai · · · aNlT. (3)
The T matrix takes into account the off-axis effect of
the NGS or LGS, as well as the cone effect due to the
finite height of the LGS, and also includes a summa-
tion over all of the atmospheric layers. The exact form
of the T matrix is defined in Ref. 11. The wavefront
modes as seen by the LGS, bL (both sodium, and when
applicable, Rayleigh), are given by
bLTLa, (4)
where the L subscript in this paper refers to the LGS.
In this paper, the LGSmeasurements are assumed to
be noiseless and instantaneous since, we are primar-
ily concerned with the dynamic errors with respect to
the NGS, and only the lower-order component of the
TT-removed LGS measurements are considered (typ-
ically Zernike radial orders 2–6). The effects of noise
on the LGS for the TMT are addressed in Ref. 14.
Similarly, the wavefrontmodes seen from theNGS,
bn, are given by
bnTnan, (5)
where the n subscript refers to the NGS, and the
vector n is the additive noise on the NGS WFS mea-
surements as discussed further in Subsection 3.D.
The prime  notation on a and n is to show that the
NGS measurements, bn, are temporally filtered by a
controller Hols to minimize the combined effect of
the measurement noise and the servo lag.
The Zernike coefficients, bs, of the wavefronts pro-
jected into the aperture plane for sources in the di-
rections of the science evaluation points are given by
bsTsa, (6)
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where the s subscript refers to the science field.
The Ns science evaluation points we consider for
NFIRAOS are defined in Section 4.
Finally, the DMs provide a correction to the wave-
fronts associated with the science evaluation direc-
tions that is given by
bmTmPmaˆ, (7)
where aˆ is the estimate of the Zernike coefficients at
each layer; them subscript refers to mirrors through-
out this paper; and Pm, the optimal fit of the Zernike
modes to the DM to compensate for the estimated
science phase profiles, is defined in Ref. 11 by
Pm TmTWTm1TmTWTs. (8)
Here, W is a block diagonal weighting matrix of Ns
blocks whose elements are wkI, where I is an identity
matrix of dimensions equal to the number of Zernike
modes computed for each science wavefront. If the
entire science field is considered, wk  1Ns for all k
points. If only the on-axis science point is considered,
w1  1 and wk  0, otherwise. Similar mirror trans-
formation matrices can be derived for the correction
of the NGSmodes, Tm,n, and the correction of the LGS
modes, Tm,L.
B. Control Algorithm Overview
The control algorithm we employ in this paper is a
two-step process. We first estimate the wavefront
Zernike coefficients at each layer, a, and the associated
NGS measurements, bn, from the LGS measure-
ments, bL. The NGS WFS measurements are esti-
mated by first performing atmospheric tomography
to estimate the full 3D turbulence profile from the
LGSWFSmeasurements and then projecting the vol-
ume turbulence estimate into wavefront estimates in
the direction of each NGS. Of course, the overall TT
mode of each NGS measurement will be poorly esti-
mated due to the LGS position uncertainty. But rea-
sonable estimates of the focus and astigmatism
modes (as well as the tilt anisoplanatism modes) can
be obtained and can be incorporated into the wave-
front reconstruction process. We then estimate the
residual uncertainty in a, ares, from the new informa-
tion provided by the actual NGSmeasurements, bn. It
may be shown that this two-step approach is equiv-
alent to an integrated one-step minimum variance
estimator, but the two-step approach is a more effi-
cient approach to Monte Carlo simulations of the
NGS constellations. The control model is shown in
Fig. 1 and is described in more detail here.
First, the Zernike coefficients at each of the atmo-
spheric layers are estimated from the LGS measure-
ments, bL, using
aˆLELbLELTLa, (9)
where EL is a minimum variance estimator as de-
scribed in Subsection 2.C. The residual error in this
estimate is given by
aresa aˆL, (10)
and from Fig. 1 the estimate of the residual error
(computed from the NGSmeasurements) is related to
the final estimate aˆ by
aˆres aˆ aˆL. (11)
Note that althoughEq. (9) indicates that the LGSWFS
measurement vector bL is measured in an open loop
without the corrections applied by theDMs, NFIRAOS
will actually generate pseudo-open-loop measure-
ments by combining closed-loop measurements with
the knowledge of DM actuator commands, as illus-
trated in Fig. 1.
Next, the residual uncertainty, ares, is estimated
based upon the new information provided by the tem-
porally filtered NGS WFS measurement. Temporal
filtering is applied to balance the estimation errors
due to NGS noise, servo lag, sodium-layer altitude
uncertainty, and wind shake. The filtered NGS WFS
measurement is given by
bn
Hols
1Hols
Tnan
HclsTnan
TnHclsaHclsn
Tnan, (12)
whereHcls is the closed-loop temporal filter, and s is
the Laplace coordinate. The new information pro-
vided by this measurement is the component not pre-
dicted by the LGS WFS measurement,
bn bn bˆn bnEnbL, (13)
whereEn is theminimum variance estimator for bn as
described further in Subsection 2.C. Combining Eqs.
(12) and (13) yields
bnTnanEnTLa. (14)
Finally, the estimate of the residual uncertainty aˆres
is given by the expression
aˆresEresbn, (15)
where Eres is a minimum variance estimator as de-
scribed further in Subsection 2.C. The derivations of
EL, En, and Eres, and the associated formulas for eval-
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uating their performance, are described in the follow-
ing subsections.
C. Minimum Variance Estimators
The minimum variance estimator, EL, of the atmo-
spheric modes, a, from the LGS measurements bL is
given by11
aˆL abLTbLbLT†bLELTLa, (16)
where
EL aaTTLTTLaaTTLT†, (17)
and † is the pseudoinverse operator. Similarly, the
minimum variance estimator, En, of the NGS mea-
surements, bn, from the LGS measurements, bL, is
given by
bˆn bnbLTbLbLT†bLEnTLa, (18)
where
EnTnaaTTLTTLaaTTLT†. (19)
Equations (16) and (18) may be combined as
	aˆLbˆn
	 abn
bLTbLbLT†bL. (20)
The mean-squared difference between the atmo-
spheric modes, a, and the estimated atmospheric
modes, aˆL, and the NGS measurements, bn, and the
estimate of the NGS measurements, bˆn is
Fig. 1. AO control system model used in this paper. Inside the dotted box is the control algorithm. See the text for the matrix defini-
tions.
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The four terms of this blockmatrix are the covariance
matrices needed to define and evaluate the second-
stage minimal variance estimator Eres. The compu-
tation of the new terms appearing in Eq. (21) are
summarized below.
The covariance of the NGS measurements is found
from substituting Eq. (5) into bnbnT:
bnbnTTnaaTTnTCN, (22)
where CN  nnT is the covariance of the temporally
filtered noise and is discussed in Subsection 3.D. Next,
the covariance of the NGSmeasurements, bn, with the
atmospheric turbulence, a, is similarly given by
bnaTTnaaT. (23)
The covariance of the LGS measurements, bL, with
the NGS measurements, bn, is found by substituting
Eqs. (4) and (5) into bnbLT:
bnbLTTnaaTTLT. (24)
The covariance matrix of the atmospheric modes,
C  aaT, is a block diagonal matrix with the ith
block representing the covariance of the ith layer of
the atmosphere:
C 
C1 0
Ì
Ci
Ì
0 CNl
, (25)
where there are i  1, . . . , Nl layers of turbulence,
and the covariance of the ith layer is given by
Ci aiaiTiC, (26)
i is the strength of layer i, and C is a normalized
covariance matrix for a single phase screen with unit
strength. The covariance of the filtered atmospheric
modes with the nonfiltered atmospheric modes, C
 aaT, is a similarly defined block-diagonal matrix
where the filtered covariance of the ith layer is
Ci aiaiT aiaiT. (27)
The covariance of the filtered atmospheric modes,
C  aaT, is again a block-diagonal matrix where
the filtered covariance of the ith layer is
Ci aiaiT. (28)
The calculation of Ci and Ci is discussed in
Subsection 3.E.
By applying Eqs. (22)–(25), (27), and (28) to Eq. (21)
for the covariances of the measurements and Eqs.
(17) and (19) for EL and En, we obtain
The residual error in estimating ares  a  aˆL from
bn  bn  bˆn is given by the minimum variance
estimator:
aˆres aresbnTbnbnT1bnEresbn, (30)
where the estimator, Eres, is given by substitution of
the terms in Eq. (29) in Eq. (30),
EresB
TDCN1. (31)
Finally, the mean-squared difference between the
residual atmospheric modes, ares, and the estimate of
the residual atmospheric modes, aˆres, is given by
ares aˆresares aˆresTAEresBBTEresT
 EresDCNEresT (32)
ABTDCN1B. (33)
	 aresbn 
	 aresbn 
T	a aˆLbn bˆn
	a aˆLbn bˆn

T
	abn
	abn

T	abn
bLTbLbLT†bL	abn

T
  aaT abLTbLbLT†bLaTbnaT bnbLTbLbLT†bLaT abn
T abLTbLbLT†bLbnT
bnbnT bnbLTbLbLT†bLbnT. (21)
	a aˆLbn bˆn
	a aˆLbn bˆn

T  CELTLC CTnTCTLTEnTTnCEnTLC TnC TnTEnTLCTnTCNA B
T
B DCN. (29)
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Subtracting Eq. (11) from Eq. (10) shows that
a aˆares aˆres, (34)
so that Eq. (32) actually describes the overall estima-
tion error in the two-step estimation algorithm:
aaˆaaˆTABTDCN1B. (35)
It is insightful to deconstruct the estimation error
calculated in Eq. (35) into individual errors for noise,
tilt anisoplanatism, and servo lag. The mean-squared
contribution from the NGS measurement noise to the
estimate of the atmospheric modes, N, is given from
the noise-covariance-dependent term in Eq. (32):
N EresnEresnT EresCNEresT. (36)
Next, the mean-squared error due to tilt aniso-
planatism, a, can be found by replacing the filtered
atmospheric covariance terms (C and C) of B and
D of Eq. (29) with the unfiltered atmospheric covari-
ance matrix C such that
BaTnCEnTLC, (37)
DaTnCTn
TEnTLCTn
T. (38)
This substitution directly assumes that the NGS
WFS measurements are noise free and are not tem-
porally filtered. The mean-squared difference be-
tween the atmospheric modes and the estimate from
these ideal measurements, aˆa, is then given by sub-
stituting Eqs. (37) and (38) for Ba andDa into Eq. (32)
and ignoring the noise covariance term:
a a aˆaa aˆaT
AEresBaBa
TEres
TEresDaEres
T. (39)
Finally, themean-squared error due to servo lag, l
is then defined as the remaining error, namely,
l aaˆaaˆTNa
AEresBB
TEres
TEresDEres
T, (40)
where
A 0, (41)
BTnCC, (42)
DTnC CTnTEnTLCCTnT,
(43)
such that A  A  A, Ba  B  B, and Da  D
 D.
D. Residual Phase Variance Formulas
The estimation error covariance matrix a  aˆa
 aˆT defines the error in estimating the atmospheric
turbulence profile not the wavefront error for the
science instrument. In Ref. 11, we derive the mean-
squared wavefront error rad2 for aMOAO system as
	MOAO
2TrTsTWTsaaˆaaˆT, (44)
where Tr is the trace of the matrix. If we substitute
Eq. (35) for a  aˆa  aˆT in Eq. (44), we obtain
	MOAO
2TrTsTWTsABTDCN1B. (45)
For a MCAO system, the residual phase error
rad2 is the sum of the error in estimating the wave-
front and the error in fitting the estimated modes to
the DMs:
	MCAO
2	est
2	fit
2. (46)
The fitting and estimation errors are, respectively,11
	fit
2TrTsTmPmTWTsTmPmC, (47)
	est
2TrTmPmTWTmPmaaˆaaˆT. (48)
If we substitute Eq. (35) for a  aˆa  aˆT in Eq.
(48), we obtain the estimation error for MCAO:
	est
2TrTmPmTWTmPmABTDCN1B.
(49)
The wavefront errors due to noise, tilt anisoplanatism,
and servo lag, respectively, can similarly be found by
substituting Eqs. (36), (39), and (40) into Eq. (44) for
MOAO and Eq. (48) for MCAO, respectively.
For both MOAO and MCAO modes, the wavefront
error, , in nanometers of the phase is often more
convenient. The conversion from 	2 rad2 to 	 m is
simply
	 m
	2 rad2
2
e
, (50)
where e is the r0 evaluation wavelength.
3. Computational Details
A. Wavefront Reconstruction Error due to Noise for a
Low-Order Shack–Hartmann Wavefront Sensor
In this paper, we compare the noise performance of a
quad-cell SH WFS15 against a more complex sensor
estimating the displacements of subaperture NGS
images using a matched-filter16 (or noise-weighted
least-squares) approach. In this subsection, we cal-
culate the covariance matrix of estimated Zernike
coefficients for the SHWFS. We consider the cases of
the NGS WFS measuring the first radial order of
Zernike polynomials (i.e., tip and tilt) with a single
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subaperture and the NGS WFS measuring the first
two orders of Zernike polynomials [i.e., tip, tilt, focus,
and the astigmatism modes (TTFA)], which requires
a 2  2 array of subapertures. For the former ap-
proach, the number of Zernike modes measured, Nz,
is 2, and for the latter approach,Nz 5. The SHWFS
actually measures wavefront gradients that must be
reconstructed (or scaled) into these low-order wave-
front modes. For the ideal gradient WFS model, the
wavefront slopes in the x and y directions for the kth
NGS, sxk, and syk, are given by
sxkGxbkxk, (51)
sykGybkyk, (52)
where Gx and Gy are the interaction matrices of the
slopes to the Zernike polynomials, bk are the coef-
ficents of the Zernike polynomials for the kth NGS,
and x and y are the additive noise on the measure-
ments in the x and y directions. The variance of the
one-axis noise for the kth NGS, 	
2k, is given by
	
2k xk2 yk2. (53)
The statistics of the xk and yk will depend upon
the NGS signal level, the WFS read noise, and the
particulars of the processing algorithm used to esti-
mate the subaperture TT from the measured inten-
sities.
The sensitivity of the ith subaperture to the jth
Zernike polynomial in the x, Gxi, j, and y directions,
Gyi, j is given by
Gxi, j
e
2

sai
Zjx, y
x dxdy

sai
1dxdy
, (54)
Gyi, j
e
2

sai
Zjx, y
y dxdy

sai
1dxdy
, (55)
where Zj is the jth Zernike polynomial using Noll’s
ordering approach,13 e is the evaluation wavelength,
and the integration domain sai is the ith subaperture.
By converting to polar coordinates and using Noll’s
definitions for the derivatives of the Zernikes,13 it can
be shown that for a single fully illuminated subaper-
ture
Gx
2e

D1 0, (56)
Gy
2e

D0 1, (57)
where D is the telescope diameter. Similarly for the
2  2 fully illuminated subapertures, Gx and Gy are
given by
Gx
2e

D


1 0 83
 463
 463

1 0 
8
3

46
3
 
46
3

1 0 
8
3
 
46
3
 
46
3

1 0
8
3
 
46
3

46
3
 


, (58)
Gy
2e

D


0 1 83
 463
 463

0 1
8
3
 
46
3
 
46
3

0 1 
8
3
 
46
3

46
3

0 1 
8
3

46
3

46
3
 


. (59)
The noise-weighted least-squares estimate of the
Zernike modes, bˆk, from the wavefront slopes is
bˆkGxT GyTN1	GxGy

1
GxT GyTN1	sxsy
,
(60)
where N is the noise covariance matrix in the slope
space.
The covariance matrix of the phase estimation er-
ror due to the noise of the kth NGS b
2k is given by
b
2k	2kGxT GyT	GxGy

1
, (61)
where for 1  1 subapertures
GxT GyT	GxGy

1
 	
D2e

21 00 1, (62)
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and for 2  2 subapertures
GxT GyT	GxGy

1
 	
D4e

2


1 0 0 0 00 1 0 0 0
0 0
3
2
128
0 0
0 0 0
3
2
64
0
0 0 0 0
3
2
64 


.
(63)
The noise covariance matrix, CN, is a diagonal ma-
trix and is found by expanding Eq. (91) for multiple
NGS:
CNfs
b
21 0
Ì
b
2k
Ì
0 b
2NNGS
, (64)
where the matrices b
2k are diagonal for the case
where first- or second-radial-order Zernikes are re-
constructed from a SH WFS with 1  1 or 2  2
subapertures, respectively, and  is the noise gain.
B. Tip–Tilt Measurement Noise for a Quadrant Detector
Here, we describe a model for the noise equivalent
angle, 	, assuming a NGS SH WFS with quad-cell
detectors.17 The rms one-axis TT measurement error
on each subaperture (alternatively, the noise equiv-
alent angle) is given by
	
B
SNR, (65)
where B is the effective spot size of the subaperture
NGS image, and SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio of a
single subaperture. For a quadrant detector, the SNR
is given by
SNR
Np
Np 4Nb 4	e2
, (66)
where Np is the number of photodetection events per
subaperture, Nb is the number of background photo-
detection events per subaperture, and 	e is the rms
detector read noise per pixel.
In the optical (V band), we assume that the NGS
images are effectively seeing limited, and the effec-
tive spot size is given by17
B

4r0
0

exp3.4453d
, (67)
where  is the imaging wavelength, and r0 is the Fried
parameter.18 The integral0 exp3.4453d is com-
puted numerically, with a value of 0.4258.
In the IR (J band), we assume that the NGS images
contain a diffraction-limited core, and the effective
spot size is given by15
B
3
Nsa
16D , (68)
where Nsa is the total number of subapertures for the
NGS WFS.
The number of photons per subaperture is given by17
Np
z10m2.5tsAT
Nsa
, (69)
where z is the intensity of a 0 magnitude star, m is
the magnitude of the NGS,  is the end-to-end effi-
ciency of the optics and WFS detectors, ts is the inte-
gration time, and AT is the area of the telescope pupil

R2. The value of z, and hence Np, is scaled by the
Strehl ratio for J-band sensing with diffraction-
limited pixels, since it is assumed that the size of this
quad cell is matched to the diffraction-limited core.
Finally, the number of background photodetection
events per pixel in each subaperture is given by17
Nb
zbtsATw
2
Nsa
, (70)
where zb is the background intensity per square arc
second in the plane of the telescope, and w is the
angular subtense of the square pixel.
C. Subaperture Tip–Tilt Estimation Using a Matched
Filter
In this subsection, we calculate the variance of the
unfiltered noise b
2 for the matched-filter (or noise-
weighted least-squares) approach. This processing al-
gorithm is applicable if the SH WFS forms actual
images of the NGS in each subaperture. The NGS
image, I, is simply a shifted version of the normal-
ized image I0 times the number of photodetection
events, Np:
IrNpI0r. (71)
The number of photodetection events, Np, is calcu-
lated with Eq. (69).
Equivalently, the NGS image is given by
INp
1{I0expj2
}, (72)
where   x, y, and  and 1 are the Fourier and
inverse Fourier transforms. The partial derivatives of
the NGS images in the x and y directions evaluated at
  0 are
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I
x

0
Np
1{j2
xI0}, (73)
I
y

0
Np
1{j2
yI0}. (74)
The interaction matrix for the matched-filter ap-
proach, Q, is
Q Qx Qy  Ix Iy. (75)
The matched-filter algorithm for estimating the tilt on
the ith NGS image, i, from the ith NGS image Ii is
ˆi QTCN1Q1QTCN1Ii I0, (76)
where CN, the noise covariance, is the sum of the
shot noise contribution I, background Nb, and read
noise 	e:
CN INb	e
2. (77)
Note that the noise covariance does not include the
so-called speckle noise due to the time-varying per-
formance of the AO system and the resulting vari-
ability in the NGS WFS point-spread function. The
background noise, Nb, is calculated using Eq. (70).
The variance of the unfiltered measurement noise for
an on-axis NGS is given by
b
20 QTCN1Q1. (78)
The x and y coordinates of the noise will have unequal
variances if the NGS images are asymmetrical. If the
location of the NGS in the FOV is at an angle of  to
the x axis, the noise covariance matrix may be com-
puted using
b
2Tb20TT, (79)
where the rotationmatrix,T, is of the standard form:
T  cos  sin sin  cos . (80)
D. Natural Guide Star Wavefront Sensor Measurement
Noise Filtering
The atmospheric Zernike coefficients measured by
the NGS WFS are given by Eq. (5), which is repeated
here
bnTnan, (81)
where n is the temporally filtered additive noise on
the NGS WFS measurements. As mentioned previ-
ously, the NGSmeasurements are temporally filtered
by the open-loop transfer function Hols. The noise
transfer function, Hns, is defined by
Hns
Hcls
HWFSs
, (82)
where HWFS(s) is the sample-and-hold WFS transfer
function and is given by19
HWFSs
fs
s1 exp	sfs 
. (83)
The filtered noise signal with respect to time, nt,
is the convolution of the noise impulse response, hnt,
with the unfiltered noise signal, nt:
ntnt hnt. (84)
Using the convolution theorem in Eq. (84) yields,
Nf Nf Hnf, (85)
where f is the frequency domain coordinate. We take
the inverse Fourier transform of Eq. (85) to get the
filtered noise signal as a function of the unfiltered
noise spectrum:
nt


Nf expj2
ftHnf df, (86)
and j  1. The ensemble mean-squared average of
the filtered noise is given by multiplying Eq. (86) by
its complex conjugate and taking the ensemble:
nt2


Nf 2Hnf 2df. (87)
The noise spectrum Nf  is only nonzero between
fs2 and fs2, where fs is the sampling frequency of
the NGS WFS. If we also assume that Nf 2 is
constant with respect to f within this passband, then
nt2 Nf 2
fs2
fs2
Hnf 2df. (88)
The WFS sample time, ts, is defined by
ts
1
fs
. (89)
The unfiltered noise spectrum is given by
Nf 2 tsb
2
b
2
fs
, (90)
where b
2 is the variance of the unfiltered measure-
ment noise on a single measurement as derived in
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Subsection 3.A for a quad cell and Subsection 3.C for
the matched filter. Substituting Eq. (90) into Eq. (88)
gives
nt2
b
2
fs

fs2
fs2
Hnf 2dfb
2fs, (91)
where the noise gain, fs, is given by
fs
1
fs

fs2
fs2
Hnf 2df. (92)
The noise gain due to the temporal filtering is thus a
function of the sampling frequency of the NGS WFS.
E. Covariance of Temporally Filtered Turbulence
Noll defines the covariance of the atmosphere in
terms of the Zernikes, a, as13
anman*m*T 0.046
Rr053n 1n* 112
 1nn*2n2mm*Inn*, (93)
where in Ref. 11, we show that for a finite-outer scale,
L0, the term Inn* is given by
Inn*
0

1
Jn12
Jn*12

2 	 RL0

2116 d, (94)
where Jn is an nth-order Bessel function of the first
kind, n andm are the radial and azimuthal orders of
the Zernikes, respectively, R is the telescope radius,
and  is the coordinate in the Fourier space. Equation
(94) was derived by including the von Karman spec-
trum in Noll’s original definition of Inn. Similar for-
mulas are derived here for the temporally filtered
covariances aaT and aaT assuming one particu-
lar wind-speed model again using power spectral
techniques.
The closed-loop transfer function,Hcls, of the tem-
poral filter is given by
Hcls
Hols
1Hols
. (95)
In Ref. 20, it is shown that for a wind profile with a
known wind speed and a random wind direction uni-
formly distributed between 0 and 2
, the cross
statistics between the spectra of the filtered and un-
filtered phase profiles is given by
ˆi; ˆ*i;  ˆi; 2h; i, (96)
where ˆi; 2 is the power spectrum of the ith
layer of the unfiltered atmosphere, and
h; i
0
2

Hcljvi cosd, (97)
where we have made the substitution s  jvi cos ,
and vi is the wind speed at the ith atmospheric
layer. Similarly, the power spectrum of the tempo-
rally filtered atmosphere, ˆi; 2, is
ˆi; 2 ˆi; 2h; i, (98)
where
h; i
0
2

Hcljvi cos2d. (99)
Note that the integrals in Eqs. (97) and (99) arise
from the particular form of the wind model assumed
here, i.e., a constant wind speed and a random wind
direction.
The cross covariance between the filtered and un-
filtered Zernike modes anmian*m*iT is now found
by using Eq. (96) in a derivation otherwise identical
to Noll’s development of Eq. (93),
anmian*m*iT 0.046
Rr053
 n 1n* 112
1nn*2n2mm*Inn*i, (100)
where the value of Inn*i for the ith layer is given by
Inn*i
0

2
sec2
tan
Jn1tanJn*1tan
	tan2
 
2 	RL0

2116
htanvi2
R ; id, (101)
and we have made the substitution tan  2
 for
 in Eqs. (94) and (97). Similarly, the filtered mode
covariance is found by using Eq. (98) in Eq. (93):
anmian*m*iT 0.046
Rr053
 n 1n* 112
1nn*2n2mm*Inn*  i,
(102)
where
Inn*i
0

2
sec2
tan
Jn1tanJn*1tan
	tan2
 
2 	RL0

2116
h  tanvi2
R ; id. (103)
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In this paper, the cross covariance and filtered covari-
ance of the atmosphere, aaT and aaT, are found
by integrating Eqs. (101) and (103) numerically, and
substituting Inn*i and Inn*i into Eqs. (100) and
(102), respectively. These integrals are numerically
difficult when the filter Hcl is optimized to provide
good or very good correction.
F. Star Generation
In the V band, the NGSs are generated using the
Bahcall–Soneira star model.21 This produces stars up
to a magnitude of 30. In the J band, the NGSs are
generated using the Spagna model,22 which produces
stars with magnitudes up to 22 at the north galactic
pole (NGP) and 19 for other galactic latitudes. There
are more stars at each magnitude in the J band than
in the V band with these models. For example, for a
2 arc min diameter patrol field at the NGP, the me-
dian expected magnitude in J is 16.5 and in V is 18.3.
G. Natural Guide Star Sharpening
The NGSs are expected to be partially corrected
(sharpened) by the AO system in the J band. The
Strehl of each NGS is a function of its position in the
field. Strehl ratios were generated in the Liner AO
Simulator (LAOS)14 at five points along the x axis and
at four points along a line at 30° to the x axis, al-
though as shown in Fig. 2, there is little angular
dependence on the Strehl, and the angular depen-
dence is ignored. This calculation of the Strehl does
include the higher-order errors from the LGS such as
spot elongation. A cubic fit was made to these nine
points as shown in Fig. 2. The Strehl on axis in the V
band was calculated using LAOS to be 0.02, which is
significantly less than in the J band justifying the
assumption of seeing-limited images in the V band.
H. Wind Shake
Wind at ground-based telescopes generates TT wave-
front errors that are nonnegligible. In this paper, the
wind shake is modeled as being statistically indepen-
dent from atmospheric turbulence, so the total TT
error is the sum of the contributions of the two effects.
Initial simulations showed that the wind-shake
term was the dominant term in the TT error budget
for NFIRAOS and that the tip–tilt stage (TTS) alone
was insufficient to correct for the TT induced from the
wind shake. Instead, we use both the TTS and the
DM to correct for the wind shake (woofer–tweeter
control). Additionally, we control the TTS with a pro-
portional integral controller such that there are three
control paths: the DM, the TTS with a single integra-
tor, and the TTS with two integrators. Each path has
a separate gain, which is dependent on the sampling
frequency. The woofer–tweeter control of the DM and
TTS for NFIRAOS is described in Ref. 19.
The level of uncorrected wind shake assumed for
this study is 25 mas, which was calculated from an
integrated modeling run of the telescope for a median
wind profile.19,23 The TTS is assumed to have a 20
Hz mechanical bandwidth. The residual telescope
wind-shake TT jitter after correction by the TTS
and DM, 	res
2, for this model is shown in Fig. 3. The
discontinuous nature of this curve is due to the
constraints chosen to optimize the gains of the con-
troller (see Ref. 19).
I. Sodium-Layer Range Estimation Error
Experimental results have shown that the mean alti-
tude of the sodium layer can vary by severalmeters per
second.10 This temporal variation of the sodium layer
results in a focus error, which cannot be determined
from the sodium LGS WFS, because it cannot be
disentangled from the atmospheric focus aberration.
Therefore one of the NGSs is required to measure the
focus term, and the sampling rate of the TTFA NGS
WFS determines the focus error from the sodium-layer
altitude variations. So, although the purpose of this
paper is to estimate TT errors and not higher-order
errors such as this focus error, we also include this
error when we optimize the sampling frequency of the
NGS WFS.
The calculation of the error in tracking the mean
altitude of the sodium layer is presented in Ref. 24.
This focus error calculation is made by extrapolating
a power spectrum of height variations from lidar data
Fig. 2. Strehl ratio in the J band as a function of the position of
the NGS in the field. The squares represent the Strehls generated
using LAOS, and the curve is a best-fit cubic approximation.
Fig. 3. (Color online) Residual telescope wind-shake tilt jitter
after the correction as a function of the sampling frequency of the
NGS WFS.
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and applying the rejection transfer function for using
electronic offsets, which will correct for the focus of
the LGS WFSs in real time. The residual wavefront
focus error, 	Na, is plotted versus the NGS WFS sam-
pling frequency in Fig. 4 for the median observed
sodium altitude variations.
J. Sampling Frequency Optimization
The overall wavefront error, 	2 rad2, is the sum of
the atmospheric error 	atm
2, which is computed with
either Eq. (45) for the MOAOmode or Eq. (46) for the
MCAO mode; the residual telescope wind-shake jit-
ter, 	res
2; and the sodium layer tracking error, 	Na
2;
	2fs	atm2fs	res2fs	Na2fs. (104)
All the error terms in Eq. (104) are functions of the
sampling rate fs. We therefore find the optimum sam-
pling frequency, fs*, for each NGS constellation with
fs* argmin
fs
	atm2fs	res2fs	Na2fs. (105)
4. Narrow-Field Infrared Adaptive Optics System
Simulations
In this section, the sky coverage simulations for the
AO system NFIRAOS at the NGP (latitude  0°,
longitude  90°), which represents the worst case for
sky coverage, are presented. The turbulence and
wind velocity profile used in these simulations are
tabulated in Table 1. This profile is generated from
measurements obtained at Cerro Pachon.25 The other
atmospheric and telescope parameters are tabulated
in Table 2.
The wavefront errors are evaluated on axis for
a single conjugate AO system using Eq. (104).
NFIRAOS, in fact, has a 10 arc sec square field in the
baseline design and a 30 arc sec square field in the
upgrade path, although overall TT performance for
these fields is typically within 4% of the on-axis case.
We investigate both optical (V band) and IR (J
band) sensing for NFIRAOS.We assume the pixels in
the J band are twice diffraction limited (i.e., w in the
J band is D rads  0.0086 arc sec) and seeing lim-
ited in the V band w  0.5 arc sec. The levels of the
read noise, e, considered are 0, 5, 10, and 15 elec-
trons per pixel per readout. Although the first six
Zernike orders are considered in the problem, only
the errors arising in the TT terms are evaluated.
Using the J band for theNGSWFS passband yields
a conservative bound on the expected sky coverage of
an IR TT WFS, since using a wider J  H passband
improves TT WFS performance significantly on dim
stars. We have not included these results in this pa-
per, since the modeling becomes more complex when
AO system performance and the NGS irradiance vary
significantly across the wider WFS passband.
The sampling rate of the NGSWFS, fs, is optimized
for each NGS constellation. The allowable range of
Fig. 4. (Color online) Estimated focus wavefront error due to
variations in the mean altitude of the sodium layer as a function of
the sampling frequency of the NGS WFS.
Table 1. Six-Layer Turbulence Profile Typical of Cerro Pachon
(Ref. 25)a
Layer
i
h(i)
(m) (i)
v(i)
(ms	1)
1 0 0.6523 5
2 2577 0.1723 13
3 5155 0.0551 20
4 7732 0.0248 30
5 12,887 0.0736 20
6 15,464 0.0219 10
aThe profile shows the height h(i) of each layer, the relative
turbulence strength, (i), and wind speed, v(i).
Table 2. System and Atmospheric Parameters
Parameter Symbol Value
Telescope diameter D 30 m
Outer scale L0 30 m
Pixel subtense (V band) w 0.5 arc sec
Pixel subtense (J band) w D rads
Fried’s parameter r0 0.15 m
r0 evaluation wavelength e 0.5 
m
Height of sodium LGS H 90 km
Height of Rayleigh LGS HR 20 km
DM conjugate altitudes hm 0, 12 km
AO order of correction — 60  60
Zernike radial order N 6
End-to-end efficiency of
opticsa
 0.4
Background intensityb
(V band)
zb 37.6 photons m
2 arc sec2 s1
Background intensityb
(J band)
zb 1385 photons m
2 arc sec2 s1
Intensity of m  0 starb
(V band)
z 9.71  109 photons m2 s1
Intensity of m  0 starb
(J band)
z 5.52  109 photons m2 s1
Imaging wavelength
(V band)
 0.5 
m
Imaging wavelength
(J band)
 1.25 
m
aReference 17.
bReference 26.
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sampling frequencies is 10–1000 Hz. A single simu-
lation of one NGS constellation takes of the order of
2 s. The majority of this time is spent in optimizing
the sampling frequency. The wavefront error, 	2, for
each element in the simulation space is computed for
500 NGS constellations. By reseeding the random
number generator, every option in the simulation
space is simulated over the same set of 500 NGS
constellations.
The baseline NFIRAOS LGS asterism is shown in
Fig. 5 and consists of six LGSs: one LGS is on axis,
and the remaining five are equally spaced on a ring
of a diameter of 70 arc sec. The Rayleigh LGS, when
used, is on axis and at a range of 20 km. The science
field consists of 49 points arranged in a square grid of
a linear dimension of 10 arc sec in the baseline design
and 30 arc sec in the upgrade path.
For a given field, a single call of the Bahcall–
Soneira or Spagna models can generate more NGSs
than there are NGS WFSs in the NFIRAOS design
options. If there are more NGSs in the field than NGS
WFSs, the wavefront error for every combination of
NGSs is evaluated, and the NGS combination that
produces the smallest wavefront error is chosen.
The median TT error versus the patrol band diam-
eter is shown in Fig. 6. When the patrol diameter is
less than or equal to 40 arc sec, the median case
corresponds to zero NGSs in the field and the open-
loop TT error of 718 nm. The lowest wavefront error
is effectively obtained with a 2 arc min diameter pa-
trol field; stars further away from the science field
effectively have too little partial correction and suffer
too much anisoplanatism to be useful. We use this
diameter for the remainder of the simulations.
In this section, the TT errors are reported in
nanometer rms. It is possible to convert the re-
ported errors from nanometers to tilt jitter in mil-
liarc seconds by
	 mas
4 1000 180 60 60
D
 	m. (106)
For a 30 m diameter telescope, 1 mas of TT jitter cor-
responds to 36.4 nm of TT error.
The median TT errors for the three WFS options in
the J andV bands are displayed in Table 3 for 0, 5, 10,
and 15 electrons of read noise per pixel. The first
thing we note from Table 3 is that the results using
seeing-limited stars in the V band are, in all cases,
significantly worse than using partially compensated
stars in the J band in terms of 	 nm and, in fact, fail
to reach the current requirements for the NFIRAOS
sky coverage. We therefore eliminate using the V
band stars and sensors and concentrate on the J band
for the remainder of this paper.
There is a clear hierarchy in the performance of the
three WFS architectures with the auxiliary Rayleigh
LGS the best at all read noise levels, followed by the
TTFA and the two TT NGSWFS option, and last, the
single TTFANGSWFS. This introduces a cost versus
performance trade-off in the system design with the
Rayleigh LGS being nontrivially more complex than
the other two options.
The cumulative density function (CDF), Pr	  
versus  nm, is shown for the three WFS options in
the J band in Fig. 7, with ten electrons of read noise,
which is the baseline value. We see from Fig. 7 that
the auxiliary Rayleigh LGS option always provides a
lower TT error than the one TTFA  two TT NGS
Fig. 5. FOV for the NFIRAOS showing the sodium LGS (Œ), the
2 arc min diameter patrol field for the NGS (dotted circle), a ran-
dom constellation of four NGSs (), and the science evaluation
points () for the 30 arc sec square science field.
Fig. 6. Median TT error (nm) over 500 NGS constellations versus
the patrol field diameter (arc sec) for two TT NGSs and one TTFA
NGS in the J band.
Table 3. Median TT Errors (nm) for the NFIRAOS for the Three NGS
WFS Options with SH Sensors Using Quad-Cell Detectors
Band WFS Option
TT Error
(nm)
e  0 e  5 e  10 e  15
V band One TTFA  two TTs 371 374 377 386
One TTFA 395 398 409 426
One TT  Rayleigh 387 388 391 396
J band One TTFA  two TTs 43 54 65 76
One TTFA 67 82 103 128
One TT  Rayleigh 37 39 42 45
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WFSs option, which always produces a lower TT er-
ror than one TTFA NGS WFS.
In Table 4, the median TT error is broken down
into wind shake, servo lag, tilt anisoplanatism, and
noise on the NGS WFS measurements for the three
WFS options with ten electrons of read noise per
pixel. Here, the median TT error is the error term
averaged over the 20 middle NGS constellations
sorted on the total TT error. The median sampling
rate is 90 Hz for the two TT NGS WFSs  one TTFA
NGSWFS option, 90 Hz for the one TTFANGSWFS,
and 140 Hz for the auxiliary Rayleigh option. The
NGS WFS noise is currently the largest term in the
error budget for all options, followed by tilt aniso-
planatism, wind shake, and servo lag. For the two TT
NGS WFSs  one TTFA NGS WFS and one TTFA
NGSWFS options, the median sodium tracking error
is 19 nm and 17 nm for the auxiliary Rayleigh LGS
option. For the single TTFA NGS WFS, the median
magnitude of the TTFA star is 16.3, at a median
offset of 43 arc sec off axis. For the auxiliary Rayleigh
LGS, themedianmagnitude is 16.1 at amedian offset
of 44 arc sec off axis. For the two TTNGSWFSs one
TTFANGSWFS option, themedianmagnitude of the
TTFA star is 16.9 at 48 arc sec off axis, the median of
the brighter of the two TT stars is at a magnitude of
19.0 at 34 arc sec off axis, and the median dimmer TT
star is at a magnitude of 20.1 at 34 arc sec.
Finally, we compare the performance of the SH
WFS quad cell with amatched filter for three TTNGS
WFSs. We also investigate different pixel widths in
conjunction with the matched-filter approach: 2D,
D, and 32D. The median total TT errors for the
matched filter and also for the quad-cell as a compar-
ison are displayed in Table 5. The matched-filter ap-
proach produces lower TT errors than the quad cell
for all pixel sizes and read-noise levels investigated.
The optimal pixel size is 2D for 0 electrons of read
noise per pixel and D for 5, 10, and 15 electrons of
read noise. The improvement with the matched filter
is not due to the noise term alone. Although the
matched-filter approach produces less noise, this can
allow for a faster sample rate to reduce wind shake
and servo lag and can allow for a NGS constellation
with less tilt anisoplanatism to be chosen. Using the
matched-filter algorithm is contingent upon improve-
ments in IR technology to allow for large, low noise,
IR detector arrays.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented the modeling of sky
coverage for an ELT, in particular, the TMT facility
AO systemNFIRAOS and have hence generated a TT
error budget. From the simulations presented in Sec-
tion 4, we conclude that IR detectors are preferable to
optical detectors for the NGS WFS, which is mainly
due to the expected partial correction in the IR, and
also to the higher stellar densities in the IR compared
to the optical. We find that a 2 arc min diameter
patrol field for finding NGS is sufficient.
At least one NGS WFS is required to measure the
focus from the NGS in order to track variations in the
sodium-layer altitude, and we find that an additional
two TT NGS WFSs significantly improves the TT
error for the NFIRAOS. The best TT estimate, how-
ever, is gained by using a Rayleigh LGS in conjunc-
tion with a TT NGS and the sodium LGS asterism.
We have discarded this option for now, due to the
optical complexity of using the LGS at two different
altitudes.
Simulation results also indicate a significant
improvement in using a matched-filter approach to
estimating TT from the NGS rather than with a
Fig. 7. CDF Pr	   versus  nm from 500 different NGS
constellations in the J band with ten electrons of read noise for the
NFIRAOS for one TTFA NGS WFS and two TT NGS WFSs (solid
curve), a single TTFA NGS WFS (dashed curve), and a single TT
NGSWFS used in conjunction with a Rayleigh LGS (dotted curve).
Table 4. Median TT Errors (nm) for the NFIRAOS Broken Down into
Wind Shake, Noise, Tilt Anisoplanatism, and Servo Lag for the Three,
WFS Options in the J Banda
Error Source
Median TT Error
(nm)
Option 1 Option 2 Option 3
Wind shake 26 26 21
Servo lag 15 15 14
Tilt anisoplanatism 37 54 21
NGS WFS noise 44 84 26
Total 65 104 42
aOption 1 is one TTFA NGS WFS  two TT NGS WFSs, option
2 is one TTFA NGS WFS, and option 3 is one TT NGS WFS  one
Rayleigh LGS. There are ten electrons of read noise per pixel.
Table 5. Median TT Errors (nm) for the NFIRAOS with Three TT NGS
WFSs for the Quad-Cell and Matched-Filter Approaches
Detection
Method
Pixel
Subtense
(rads)
Median TT Error
(nm)
e  0 e  5 e  10 e  15
Quad cell D 49 65 80 93
Matched filter 2D 31 53 70 79
Matched filter D 32 46 56 66
Matched filter 32D 33 46 57 68
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quad-cell Shack–Hartmann. IR detector development
will be necessary to implement this option.
Although this model is largely complete, further
refinements will continue to be made when more ac-
curate telescope wind-shake and sodium-layer alti-
tude tracking models are available and when further
turbulence data is available from the proposed TMT
sites.
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